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CONS P EC TU S

D isease mechanisms are increasingly being resolved at the molecular level. Biomedical success at this scale creates synthetic
opportunities for combining specifically designed orthogonal reactions in applications such as imaging, diagnostics, and

therapy. For practical reasons, it would be helpful if bioorthogonal coupling reactions proceeded with extremely rapid kinetics (k >
103 M�1 s�1) and high specificity. Improving kinetics would minimize both the time and amount of labeling agent required to
maintain high coupling yields. In this Account, we discuss our recent efforts to design extremely rapid bioorthogonal coupling
reactions between tetrazines and strained alkenes.

These selective reactions were first used to covalently couple conjugated tetrazine near-infrared-emitting fluorophores to
dienophile-modifed extracellular proteins on living cancer cells. Confocal fluorescence microscopy demonstrated efficient and
selective labeling, and control experiments showed minimal background fluorescence. Multistep techniques were optimized to
work with nanomolar concentrations of labeling agent over a time scale of minutes: the result was successful real-time imaging of
covalent modification. We subsequently discovered fluorogenic probes that increase in fluorescence intensity after the chemical
reaction, leading to an improved signal-to-background ratio. Fluorogenic probes were used for intracellular imaging of
dienophiles. We further developed strategies to react and image chemotherapeutics, such as trans-cyclooctene taxol analogues,
inside living cells. Because the coupling partners are small molecules (<300 Da), they offer unique steric advantages in multistep
amplification.

We also describe recent success in using tetrazine reactions to label biomarkers on cells with magneto-fluorescent
nanoparticles. Two-step protocols that use bioorthogonal chemistry can significantly amplify signals over both one-step labeling
procedures as well as two-step procedures that use more sterically hindered biotin�avidin interactions. Nanoparticles can be
detected with fluorescence or magnetic resonance techniques. These strategies are now being routinely used on clinical samples for
biomarker profiling to predict malignancy and patient outcome.

Finally, we discuss recent results with tetrazine reactions used for in vivo molecular imaging applications. Rapid tetrazine
cycloadditions allow modular labeling of small molecules with the most commonly used positron emission tomography isotope,
18F. Additionally, recent work has applied this reaction directly in vivo for the pretargeted imaging of solid tumors. Future work
with tetrazine cycloadditions will undoubtedly lead to optimized protocols, improved probes, and additional biomedical
applications.
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Introduction
Bioorthogonal covalent reactions have foundwidespread use

in chemical biology.1 Applications include the tracking of

metabolite analogues, activity-based protein profiling, target

guided synthesis of enzyme inhibitors, and imaging small

molecules in live cells and animals.2�5 A variety of covalent

reactions have been used as irreversible chemoselective

coupling tools. Notable examples include the Staudinger

ligation and the copper catalyzed or strain-promoted azi-

de�alkyne cycloadditions (often referred to as “click”

chemistry).6�9 We became interested in utilizing such ortho-

gonal reactions to assemble imaging agents, nanomaterials,

and therapeutics in the presence of live cells both in vitro for

microscopy and diagnostic application, as well as in vivo.

Unfortunately many conventional bioorthogonal coupling

reactions suffer fromslowkinetics (k<1M�1 s�1) compared to

noncovalent affinity ligands (kon ∼105�106 M�1 s�1).2,9,10

Such sluggish kinetics are likely to be problematic when using

micro-nanomolar concentrations of labeling agent, which is

often the case in vivo. One way to illustrate this point is to

consider a reactionbetween1μMof labeling agent in solution

and a surface bound coupling partner. Assuming the reaction

follows pseudo-first-order kinetics (due to the large excess of

solution species compared to the surface restricted species)

and the secondorder rate constant for reactionwas1M�1 s�1,

the surface coupling would take approximately 8 days for

50% completion. Of course, increasing the concentration of

labeling agent would speed this reaction up proportionally.

However, oftentimes it is neither practical nor possible to

achieve very high concentrations of coupling agents, for

instance, when using nanomaterials, performing reactions in

vivo, or when using radionuclide imaging agents.

With this kinetic limitation in mind, we and others have

explored alternative cycloadditions that react with rapid ki-

netics and can be performed under biologically relevant

conditions and in the presenceof biological functional groups.

Among the many reactions reported, the inverse elec-

tron demand cycloaddition between 1,2,4,5-tetrazines and

strained dienophiles such as norbornene, cyclooctyne, and

trans-cyclooctene has emerged as a valuable bioorthogonal

coupling tool.11�14 These reactions can be extremely fast, do

not require a catalyst, andworkwell in aqueous solutions and

serum. Furthermore, the coupling partners do not require

tediousmultistep synthesis. In thisAccount,wedescribe recent

work by our group and others to explore rapid tetrazine

cycloadditions for applications in cellular microscopy, clinical

point-of-care diagnostics, and in vivo imaging.

Tetrazine Inverse ElectronDemandDiels�Alder
Cycloadditions
Tetrazine syntheses havebeen reported in the literature since

the late 19th century. Pinner reported the first synthesis after

he reacted equimolar quantities of hydrazine and benzoni-

trile and, after mild oxidation, isolated a red compound to

which he properly assigned the formula for 3,6-diphenyl-s-

tetrazine.15,16 Thoughhe reported several variants, hedidnot

investigate their properties in great detail. While studying the

synthesis of tetrazines from fluoroolefins and hydrazine,

Carboni and Lindsey discovered that tetrazines reacted read-

ily with a variety of unsaturated compounds releasing one

mole of nitrogen and yielding either dihydropyradazines or

pyradazines depending on the dienophile reactant.17 It has

since been determined that tetrazines react through a formal

[4þ 2] Diels�Alder cycloadditionwith numerous dienophiles

(Figure 1). The adduct (which has not been observed) imme-

diately undergoes an irreversible retro Diels�Alder step,

which is responsible for the release of nitrogen.16 Reaction

with alkynes leads to pyradazines, while reactionwith olefins

typically leads to rearrangement and the formation of

dihydropyradazines.

Tetrazine reaction with dienophiles can be followed spec-

troscopically by observing the disappearance of the visible

absorption band usually found between 510 and 550 nm.

Using this technique, Sauer and co-workers performed ex-

tensive kinetic studies of the cycloaddition of various 1,2,4,5-

substituted tetrazines with numerous dienophiles.18�20

These reactionswere typically performed in dioxane at room

temperature. From this valuable data, several trends

emerged. There is great variance in the reaction rate constant

which canvary over 9 orders ofmagnitude dependingon the

dienophile. Internal olefins react extremely sluggishly (an

important requirement for a bioorthogonal reaction as inter-

nal cis-alkenes are prevalent in cellular membranes). Strain

FIGURE 1. Example of a tetrazine Diels�Alder cycloaddition. 1,2,4,5-
Tetrazines such as 3,6-dimethyl-1,2,4,5-tetrazine can react with dieno-
philes such as alkenes and alkynes, forming formal [4þ 2] Diels�Alder
adducts. These adducts instantly undergo a retro Diels�Alder step, rel-
easing nitrogen. In the case of alkenes, after rearrangement, isomeric
dihydropyradazines are typically formed.
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has a tremendous effect on reaction rate constant. For

instance, Sauer reported a rate constant of 12700 M�1 s�1

for the highly strained olefin trans-cyclooctene at 20 �C in

dioxane.19 In contrast, cis-cyclooctene was reported to react

with a rate constant of 0.03 M�1 s�1 under the same condi-

tions. Although Sauer's results were in dioxane, more recent

work had established that the reaction can be performed in

aqueous solution.21 In fact, the addition of water increases

the rate constant for the reaction.

The reported rapid kinetics and ability to perform the reac-

tion in water attracted our group, and others, to the promise of

this type of reaction for bioorthogonal couplings.11,12 We

therefore decided to start a program exploring the applicability

of this reaction to live cell labeling.

Multistep Labeling of Live Cell Surface
Antigens
In order to test the applicability of tetrazine dienophile

cycloadditions for bioorthogonal couplings, we first synthe-

sized a benzylamino-tetrazine. This tetrazine showed excel-

lent stability in aqueous buffer with negligible degradation

after prolonged standing at room temperature. In serum, the

tetrazine showed good stability, retaining approximately

85% activity after 15 h at 20 �C.11 Cycloaddition between

the tetrazine and the commercially available dienophile

norbornene carboxylic acid proceeded in greater than

93% yield and with a rate constant of approximately

1.9 M�1 s�1 in aqueous buffer. Additionally, a reaction rate

constant of 1.6 M�1 s�1 was measured in serum.

Labeling of specific functional groups on live cells has

emerged as a powerful application of bioorthogonal cou-

plings.Wewere therefore interested in demonstrating tetra-

zine live cell labeling by performing multistep modification

of antibodies prebound to surface antigens. Such multistep

techniques could provide novel methods to increase signal-

to-background both for in vivo and in vitro diagnostics. To

demonstrate the utility of the tetrazine�norbornene reac-

tion for antibody targeted live cell labeling, we used the

monoclonal antibody trastuzumab (Herceptin) which binds

to Her2/neu growth factor receptors. Trastuzumab lysine

residues were simultaneously labeled with norbornene and

tetramethyl rhodamine using standard amine coupling re-

actions. Human breast cancer SKBR3 cells, which overex-

press Her2/neu, were incubated with 200 nM norbornene

antibody and then treated with 50 μM of a tetrazine con-

jugated to a near-infrared emitting fluorescent probe for 30

min at 37 �C. After washing, the cells were imaged using

both rhodamine and near-infrared fluorescence channels.

Significant labeling, which colocalizes, was observed in both

channels. Cells incubated with a control antibody, which

FIGURE2. (A) Reactionof benzylamino-tetrazinewith trans-cyclooctenol is extremely rapid and leads to dihydropyradazine adducts. (B) Live cellmulti-
step labeling of A549 human lung carcinoma cells using tetrazine cycloadditions. Figure reproduced from ref 14 with permission fromWiley-VCH.
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contained rhodamine but not norbornene, showed insignif-

icant infrared signal after exposure to the tetrazine probe.

These experiments demonstrated the specificity of the tetra-

zine imaging agent for norbornene-modified antibody in the

presence of live cells and serum.

Simultaneous toourwork, theFoxgroup, following thework

of Sauer, demonstrated that dipyridal tetrazines could react

with highly strained trans-cyclooctenes inwater or standard cell

nutrientmedia.12Thebimolecular rate constants reportedwere

approximately 2000 M�1 s�1 at room temperature. The reac-

tion was performed between a tetrazine and thioredoxin trans-

cyclooctene conjugate to demonstrate bioconjugation and the

feasibility of using the reaction to modify proteins with useful

functional groups. Unfortunately, the tetrazine employed was

highly reactive, degrading by 20% in water after 2 h and 50%

after exposure to 20 mM of thiols for 10 min.

Although dipyridal tetrazines appeared unsuitable for

prolonged live cell or in vivo imaging applications, we were

impressed with the reported rapid cycloaddition kinetics of

trans-cyclooctene. We therefore decided to determine how

fast trans-cyclooctenes reacted with the more stable benzy-

lamino-tetrazine we had synthesized (Figure 2A).14 Studying

surface reactions, we determined a rate constant of approxi-

mately 6000 M�1 s�1 at 37 �C between fluorophore con-

jugated tetrazine and trans-cycloctene conjugated to a

monoclonal antibody. Similar to our previous work with

tetrazine norbornene cycloadditions, we decided to apply

the tetrazine trans-cyclooctene reaction to multistep assem-

bly of imaging agents on live cells (Figure 2B). For cell labeling

studies, we chose to target epidermal growth factor receptor

(EGFR) given its central importance in cancer, in cell signaling,

and as a key target for therapeutic inhibition.22,23 Commer-

cially available anti-EGFR (Cetuximab) monoclonal antibo-

dies were modified using amine reactive trans-cyclooctenes

and used for imaging experiments.24 As a cancer model, we

worked with a green fluorescent protein (GFP) expressing

A549 lung cancer cell line which was shown to have upregu-

lated levels of EGFR.25 To label cells displaying trans-cyclooc-

tene bearing antibodies, benzylamino-tetrazine was once

again conjugated to a near-infrared emitting fluorophore.

Initial labeling experiments used Cetuximab modified by

trans-cyclooctene and a single Alexafluor 555 dye in order to

determine if sequential tetrazine-near infared labeling colo-

calized with antibody. A549 cancer cells were first incubated

with 100 nMCetuximab trans-cyclooctene/AF555. In contrast

to our work with norbornene antibodies, where cells were

incubated for 30 min with 50 μM tetrazine probe, cells were

instead incubated at 37 �Cwith 500nM tetrazine probe for 10

min in 100% serum. After washing, the cells were immedi-

ately imagedusing confocalmicroscopy (Figure3). Antibodies

were imaged in the red channel and localized both on the

surfaces of the cells and inside due to EGFR internalization.

Covalently bound tetrazine dyes were readily visualized in

FIGURE3. Confocalmicroscopyof CetuximabpretargetedGFP-positive
A549 lung cancer cells after tetrazine-fluorophore labeling. (A) GFP
channel. White scale bar in top left panel denotes 30 μm. (B) Red
channel: Cetuximab/trans-cyclooctene antibodies have also been di-
rectly labeled with AF555 and imaged in the rhodamine channel. (C)
Near-infrared channel showing the location of bound tetrazine near-
infrared probe. (D) Merge of GFP, red, and near-infrared channels. Figure
reproduced from ref 14 with permission from Wiley-VCH.

FIGURE 4. Real time imaging of tetrazine labeling of pretargeted A549
cells. Cells were exposed to Cetuximab trans-cyclooctene, washed, and
imaged in serum (FBS) using the near-IR channel (panel top left). The
media was removed and immediately replaced with serum containing
50 nM tetrazine near-infrared probe (top middle panel). Images were
taken periodically over 40 min. Scale bar in the top left panel denotes
30 μm. Figure reproduced from ref 14with permission fromWiley-VCH.
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the near-infrared channel. Merging the red and near-infrared

channels revealed excellent colocalization of the antibody

and tetrazine related signalswith little background, indicating

that the tetrazine trans-cyclooctene reaction was extremely

selective. As expected, reaction occurred primarily on the

surfaceof the cells. Control experiments using either antibody

lacking trans-cyclooctene or near-infrared dyes lacking tetra-

zine resulted in very little observable fluorescent signals.

We also tested if labeling could be observed without a

washing step. This may be relevant to applications where

one is unable to perform stringent and multiple washing

steps, such as experiments in which cell handling has to be

minimized due to cell rarity or sensitivity. The concentration

of the tetrazine near-infrared probe was lowered to just 50

nM in order to observe the covalent modification in real

time. Figure 4 depicts several panels taken from continuous

imaging of the tetrazine cycloaddition to trans-cyclooctene

localized on the surface of live cancer cells in serum contain-

ing 50 nM tetrazine probe. The near-infrared probe became

visible as it reacted on the surface of cells, and at later times

punctate spots within the cell were visible as tetrazine

labeled proteins were internalized.

Imaging SmallMolecules Inside of Living Cells
with Fluorogenic Tetrazines
Although there have been several examples of using

bioorthogonal reactions to imagemolecules on the surfaces

of living cells, the use of bioorthogonal reactions to image

small molecules inside of living cells has been extremely

limited.26 The reasons for this are likely several. In addition

to fulfilling stability, toxicity, and chemoselectivity require-

ments, intracellular live cell labeling requires reagents that

can easily diffuse through biological membranes and ki-

netics that enable rapid labeling even with the low concen-

trations of agent that do make it across the membrane.

Impressed with the rapid kinetics of the tetrazine trans-

cyclooctene reaction, we were interested in examining its

utility for labeling and imagingmolecules inside of live cells.

To explore intracellular tetrazine labeling, we conjugated

3-(4-benzylamino)-1,2,4,5-tetrazine to commercially available

succinimidyl esters of visible light emitting boron-dipyrro-

methene (BODIPY) dyes.13 BODIPY dyes are uncharged and

lipophilic and, for these reasons, have seen use in numerous

intracellular applications.27�29We also wondered whether or

not these visible fluorophores would show electronic interac-

tionswith the tetrazine chromophores,whichhaveabsorption

maxima at 510�530 nm. In fact, the tetrazine BODIPY con-

jugates exhibited strongly reduced fluorescence compared to

the parent succinimidyl esters of the fluorophores. Upon

reactionwith a straineddienophile, suchas trans-cyclooctenol,

the fluorescence was “switched” back on (Figure 5). The

fluorogenic natureof theseprobeshad important implications

for the feasibility of intracellular imaging. A practical intracel-

lular bioorthogonal coupling scheme would likely need to

FIGURE 5. (A) Tetrazine-BODIPY FL reacts rapidlywith trans-cyclooctenol via an inverse electron demandDiels�Alder cycloaddition to form isomeric
dihydropyrazine products. (B) Image comparing the visible fluorescence emission of tetrazine-BODIPY FL (left cuvette) to the corresponding dihydro-
pyrazine products (right cuvette) under excitation from a hand-held UV lamp. (C) Emission spectra of tetrazine-BODIPY FL (black line) and the corres-
ponding dihydropyrazine products (dashed blue line). Figure reproduced from ref 13 with permission from Wiley-VCH.
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incorporate a fluorogenic mechanism to avoid visualizing

accumulated but unreacted imaging agent (i.e., “background”).

Such activatable “turn-on” probes would significantly increase

the signal-to-background ratio, which is particularly relevant

to imaging targets inside living cells since a stringent washout

of unreacted probe is extremely difficult.

Tetrazine quenching was efficient for probes emitting

between 510 and 570 nm. Tetrazine conjugates of commer-

cially available succinimidyl esters of BODIPY FL, BODIPY

TMR-X, andOregonGreen488all showedexcellent quench-

ing and between 15- and 20-fold increase in fluorescence

after reaction with trans-cyclooctene. However, conjugates

of lower or higher wavelength dyes showed much lower

quenching. Our previously used tetrazine near-infrared dye

had no observable fluorogenic property, explaining why we

had not noticed the phenomenon earlier. The quenching

was pH independent and was observed in buffer or pure

serum. The strong wavelength dependence of quenching

had led us to hypothesize that the mechanism involved

resonance energy transfer between fluorophore and the

tetrazine chromophore which absorbs between 510 and

530 nm. Recently, Dumas-Verdes and co-workers have

performed extensive analysis of quenched BODIPY tetra-

zines and came to the conclusion that quenching is in fact

mainly due to energy transfer.30

To test the applicability of these fluorogenic probes for

intracellular imaging, we initially imaged extracellular and

intracellular distributions of trans-cyclooctene taggedmono-

clonal antibodies (Figure 6). A431 human epithelial carcino-

ma cells were exposed to 100 nM of trans-cyclooctene

tagged Cetuximab. One population of cells was incubated

for 1 h at 4 �C to minimize internalization of antibody. A

second group of cells was incubated for 1 h at 37 �C to

promote internalization. After incubation, the cells were first

exposed to 1 μM of a highly charged tetrazine near-infrared

conjugate that we knew, from prior experience, had diffi-

culty diffusing through cell membranes. After washing, in a

second step, the cells were exposed to 1 μM of tetrazine

BODIPY-FL, the cell permeable lipophilic turn-on probe.

Multicolor imaging in the near-infrared (green) and BODIPY

(red) channels revealed very little internalized antibody in

the cells incubated at 4 �C. However, imaging the cells

incubated at 37 �C revealed numerous populations of inter-

nalized antibodies, presumably located in endosomes.

Encouraged by our ability to image intracellular trans-

cyclooctene antibody conjugates, we wondered whether or

not a similar technique could be used to track trans-cyclooc-

tene tagged smallmolecules inside of cells. Such a technique

could find application in determining in vitro or in vivo

subcellular distributions of pharmaceutical analogues con-

taining a dienophile tag. It might also provide an alternative

to radiolabeling for tracking small molecule distributions.

Radionuclide based techniques suffer from cost, radiation

hazard, and poor spatial resolution of the resulting images.

As an initial molecular target, we synthesized a trans-cy-

clooctene modified paclitaxel (Taxol).13 Taxol was selected

because of its tremendous clinical use and the large body of

prior work that serves as reference.31 The dienophile was

introduced in the C7 position, since prior structure�activity

relationship studies have established that modifications at

the C7 position do not significantly affect the biological

activity of taxol.32,33 Indeed, trans-cyclooctene taxol was

FIGURE 6. Confocal imaging of covalently labeled cell-surface bound and intracellular antibodies. A431 cells were exposed to 100 nMof trans-cyclo-
octene modified anti-EGFR antibody (Cetuximab). Cells were incubated for 1 h at either 4 �C (A) or 37 �C (B) and subsequently labeled with 1 μM of a
highly charged tetrazine cyanine dye (green) and 1 μMof a lipophilic tetrazine-BODIPY probe (red). Note the intracellular punctate stains representing
internalized antibody.
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capable of polymerizing tubulin in a manner similar to that

of native taxol.

For live cell studies, kangaroo rat kidney cells were

incubated in cell media containing 1 μM trans-cyclooctene

taxol for 1 h at 37 �C. After washing, cells were exposed to

media containing 1 μM tetrazine-BODIPY FL for 20 min at

room temperature. The cells were then washed and imaged

using confocal microscopy (Figure 7). Structures reflecting

intracellular trans-cyclooctene/tetrazine conjugate distribu-

tions became readily apparent. Control experiments em-

ploying tetrazine-BODIPY FL alone or with unmodified taxol

yielded minimal fluorescence background signal and de-

monstrate that there is little nonspecific or background turn-

on and that the images result from the specific tetrazine

trans-cyclooctene cycloaddition reaction. Furthermore, cells

treated with trans-cyclooctene modified taxol followed by a

highly charged nonmembrane permeable tetrazine near-

infrared probe showed insignificant staining, giving further

evidence that tetrazine-BODIPY FL is able to penetrate the

cell membrane and label trans-cyclooctene located within

the cell.

Modifying Cells with Nanomaterials for Clin-
ical Diagnostics
Our initial work exploring tetrazine cycloadditions focused

on labeling cells using fluorescent small molecule probes.

However, we realized that this technique, in principle, could

be applied to other diagnostic probes. We have had long-

standing interest in usingmagnetic nanoparticles to separate

and profile biomarkers in diseased tissue.34�36 Magnetic

based sensing schemes benefit from high sensitivity, low

cost, and the ability to perform measurements in samples

that are not optically transparent. In order to bring biomarker

selectivity, nanoparticles are often conjugated to monoclo-

nal antibodyaffinity agents. The synthesis and purification of

such conjugates is not trivial. Typical coupling schemes use

multivalent reactive groups on both nanoparticles and anti-

bodies, and this can often lead to cross-linking and aggrega-

tion. Nanoparticles and antibodies are both very large

macromolecular entities. Purification typically requires gel

filtration chromatography, and even then it is difficult to

achieve efficient separation.Additionally,wewere interested

in maximizing the signal per antigen by increasing the

number of nanoparticles per antibody. Unfortunately, anti-

bodies decorated with multiple nanoparticles oftentimes

have poor stability, crashing out of solution.35,37 Further-

more,multiple nanoparticles ona single antibody can lead to

blocking of the site of antigen binding lowering the affinity of

the conjugate.

We initially testedwhether or not trans-cyclooctenemod-

ified antibodies could be modified by tetrazine modified

magneto-fluorescent nanomaterials (Figure 8A).38,39 As ex-

pected, conjugation took place rapidly when the reactive

precursors were exposed to one another. These constructs

could then be used to directly label cell surfaces for biomar-

ker profiling. However, in this direct labeling scheme, the

bioorthogonal reaction between tetrazines and dienophiles

was simply used as any other conjugation chemistry. As

opposed to the one step scheme, we also envisioned a two

step protocol where cells were first exposed to dienophile

laden antibody, with the choice of antibody dependent on

the biomarker of interest (Figure 8B). In a second step, the

FIGURE 7. (A) Confocal microscopy of a kangaroo rat kidney cell after treatment with 1 μM trans-cyclooctene-taxol followed by 1 μM tetrazine-
BODIPY FL (green). The nucleus is visualized using Hoechst stain (blue). Scale bar: 30 μm. Expansion of the section indicated by the dashedwhite line
(B) reveals intracellular threadlike structures that are clearly stained and visible. Figure reproduced from ref 13 with permission from Wiley-VCH.
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cells would be exposed to a universal tetrazine magneto-

fluorescent nanoparticle. This two step protocol had several

envisioned advantages. Synthetically, it is straightforward to

conjugate small molecules tomacromolecules and separate

via low molecular weight cutoff centrifugation filtration.

Additionally, we imagined there might be amplification of

signal throughmaximizing the loading of nanomaterials per

antibody. There was no fear of stability as the antibodies

would already effectively be “crashed” out of solution and

bound to cell surfaces. Additionally, since the antibodies

would be reacted after being bound to antigen, it was

unlikely that a nanomaterial could sterically block the site

of binding.

Using the two step format, we determined how trans-

cyclooctene modification of antibodies promotes nanoparti-

cle binding. We initially targeted three biomarkers, EGFR,

EPCAM, and HER2 that were chosen based on their relevance

to cancer. By exposing antibodies to varying concentrationsof

an amine-reactive trans-cyclooctene, the antibody trans-cy-

clooctene valencies could be varied between approximately

1 and30per antibody. Following sequential incubationswith

trans-cyclooctene-antibody and tetrazine-magnetofluores-

cent nanoparticles, we found that nanoparticle binding in-

creased with successive trans-cyclooctene loading until

saturating.38 Dienophile modifications had little effect on

anti-HER2 affinity until loading levels reached 30 trans-

cyclooctene per antibody. This likely reflects an advantage

of using a small molecule coupling partner with a minimum

steric footprint. Live cells modified with magnetofluorescent

nanoparticles using this two-step protocol could also be

imaged using confocal fluorescence microscopy.

Compared to the one-step method, we found that the

two-step method consistently led to much higher nanopar-

ticle loadings on cells. In most cases, the signals were

amplified by a factor of 10 when using 100 nM of nanopar-

ticles. We believe this result was due to several factors. Part

of the amplification was no doubt due to the high valencies

and small sizes of the reactants which promoted attachment

of multiple nanoparticles to each antibody scaffold. This

amplified the signal per biomarker. Anadditional hypothesis

is that direct antibody nanoparticle conjugates had the

potential to cross-link multiple markers, which could lead

to a less than a 1:1 ratio of nanoparticle permarker. Because

the trans-cyclooctene antibody was applied in excess before

nanoparticle exposure and contained numerous dienophile

moieties, most marker sites should be occupied by separate

antibody scaffolds, and cross-linking of neighboring antibo-

dies by a nanoparticle would consume an additional dieno-

phile rather than an entire marker.

To determine whether the amplification was unique to

the small molecule chemistry applied or simply a conse-

quence of using a two-step labeling strategy, we also tested

a multistep strategy that used avidin/biotin interactions for

coupling.38 Although multistep nanoparticle binding using

avidin/biotin exceeded the single step use of direct anti-

body-nanoparticle conjugates, the overall signal remained

considerably lower compared to tetrazine trans-cyclooctene

multistep labeling (Figure 9). We speculate that this finding

FIGURE 8. (A) Nanoparticle cycloaddition schematic showing the conjugation chemistry between a trans-cyclooctene modified antibody and tetra-
zine modified fluorescent iron-oxide nanoparticle. (B) Multistep targeting of nanoparticles to specific cellular antigens through use of tetrazine cyclo-
addition chemistry. Figure reproduced from ref 38 with permission from the Nature Publishing Group.
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can be attributed to the large size of avidin, which could

potentially mask adjacent biotin sites.40 Additionally, biotin

must associate within a deep cleft inside the avidin protein,

which could physically or spatially constrain certain binding

configurations. These results highlighted specific advan-

tages that can be obtained when using rapid small molecule

bioorthogonal chemistry that cannot be reproduced using

biological conjugation strategies.

Currently the tetrazine-magnetic nanoparticle multistep

technique is being used in our center to profile dozens of

different biomarkers using portable diagnostic magnetic

resonance sensors. We have also adapted the technique

for the detection of intracellular biomarkers. Recently, we

implemented the technology in a clinical setting to analyze

harvested cells from 70 patients.41 Single fine needle aspi-

rates yielded sufficient numbers of cells to quantitate nine

cancer related protein markers in all patients. Accuracies

reached 96% for establishing cancer diagnoses, surpassing

those of conventional analyses and demonstrating the

power of quantitative profiling. This point-of-care technique

may enhance our current molecular diagnostic capabilities.

In addition to utility with magnetic nanomaterials, in

collaboration with the Bawendi group, we have also demon-

strated that tetrazine chemistry is very suitable for bioortho-

gonal modification of fluorescent cadmium based nano-

crystals or “quantum dots”.42 Copper catalyzed azide�alkyne

cycloadditions are incompatible with quantum dots since

trace quantities of copper ions irreversibly quench nanopar-

ticle fluorescence.42 Tetrazine/dienophile cycloadditions do

not requiremetal ion catalysts, andquantumdots coatedwith

a norbornene polymer could be readily modified with tetra-

zine containing dyes and proteins with negligible change in

fluorescence.

In Vivo Imaging Applications
Although our initial work focused on proof of concept in

vitro demonstrations, we have begun to explore in vivo

imaging applications. An initial report was the use of

tetrazine reactions to rapidly and irreversibly tag small

molecules with radionuclides such as 18F. The 18F radio-

nuclide is a widely available positron emission tomography

(PET) isotope that is produced daily in cyclotrons at most

major hospitals and distributions centers. The addition of 18F

to functionally complex materials is chemically challenging,

and this challenge is exacerbated by its short radioactive

half-life of approximately 110 min. For these reasons, facile
18F platform type labeling strategies are very attractive.

We and others have explored the use of 18F trans-

cyclooctene as a reactive platform that can rapidly introduce

a PET radionuclide to a given tetrazine small molecule.43,44

We synthesized a 18F modified trans-cyclooctene from a

readily prepared tosylate precursor in 44% decay corrected

radiochemical yield and in greater than 93% radiochemical

purity. Following earlier work with PARP1 inhibitors, we

designed a tetrazine analogue of the PARP1 inhibitor

AZD2281.45 The tetrazine-AZD2281 reacted with 18F trans-

cyclooctene over 3 min and, after high performance liquid

chromatography purification, yielded 18F tagged AZD2281

adducts in 59.6% isolated decay corrected radiochemical

yield and in greater than 96% radiochemical purity

(Figure 10A). Attempts to directly fluorinate an AZD2281

analogue led to decomposition or much lower radiochemi-

cal yields, demonstrating the power of the bioorthogonal

platform approach.

The use of highly reactive tetrazine/trans-cyclooctene

chemistry has the additional advantage that excess cold

AZD2281 tetrazine can be removed within minutes using a

FIGURE 9. Comparison of different nanoparticle modification techniques for labeling either HER2 (left) or EpCAM (right) biomarkers. Fluorescence
intensity of SKBR3 and HCT 116 cells labeled with 10 μg/mL biotin-modified antibody and 100 nM avidin�MFNP was measured using flow cyto-
metry. Biotinylated anti-HER2 and anti-EpCAM antibodies were prepared analogously to the trans-cyclooctene antibodies. Figure reproduced from
ref 38 with permission from the Nature Publishing Group.
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trans-cyclooctene scavenger resin.46 This serves as a faster

alternative to chromatographic purification and could prove

useful for molecules where the cold electrophilic precursor

and 18F product are difficult to separate. Our novel 18F

AZD2281 probewas successfully tested in biological assays,

and its potency and targeted accumulation were confirmed

in vivo with mice bearing breast cancer tumor xenografts

(Figure 10B).

There has also beenprogress both in our lab and inothers

in using the reaction directly in vivo. In vivo multistep

reaction of tetrazine small molecule imaging agents to

trans-cyclooctene pretargeted antibodies could provide bet-

ter signal-to-background compared to directly labeled anti-

bodies, which clear too slowly due to their high molecular

weight.47 Following our work with multistep labeling of

antibody targeted cancer cells in vitro, research of Rossin

et al. reported successful in vivo labeling of antibody mod-

ified xenografts using a multistep approach.48 The group

injected trans-cyclooctene anti-TAG72 antibodies into mice

bearing colon cancer tumor xenografts. After waiting 24 h to

allow for clearance, they injected an indium-111 labeled

tetrazine small molecule. Due to its low molecular weight,

this tetrazine chaser showed rapid renal clearance. The

chaser was allowed to react in vivo for 3 h prior to imaging

and analysis. Tumor to muscle ratios of approximately 13

were reported as were single photon emission computed

tomography (SPECT) images. However, the half-life of in-

dium-111 is 2.8 days, so one could have alternatively

injected antibodies directly modified with indium-111 and

simply waited for antibody clearance. Furthermore, the

amount of tetrazine injected in the second step was high

(>20 μg of small molecule). Although tetrazine cycloaddi-

tions are well established for in vitro labeling, further work

will be needed before routine in vivo application.

Conclusions/Outlook
Tetrazine cycloadditions have proven to be a new bioortho-

gonal covalent coupling tool. The main advantages of this

reaction compared to conventional bioorthogonal reactions

are the following: there is no requirement of a catalyst; the

bimolecular rate constants for reaction can be very high

(>103 M�1 s�1) with appropriate choice of tetrazine and

strained dienophile; certain tetrazine fluorophores are fluoro-

genicuponcycloaddition, thus improving signal-to-background

for fluorescence microscopy; the reactants are straightfor-

ward to synthesize from commercial sources. There are still

some disadvantages to the reaction compared to conven-

tional azide/alkyne or Staudinger ligations. Perhaps most

notably, the reactants, though small molecules, are still

larger than an azide or terminal acetylene (3 atoms). This

FIGURE 10. (A) Synthesis and structure of 18F-AZD2281 (only one product isomer shown). (B) Three-dimensional reconstruction of a tumor-bearing
animal injectedwith 18F-AZD2281with andwithout preinjection of AZD2281 (bladder segmentedout for clarity). (C) Quantification of uptake through
the tumor in hind legswith andwithout intraperitoneal preinjection of unlabeled AZD2281. SUV: standardized uptake value. Figure reproduced from
ref 46 with permission from Wiley-VCH.
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will likely prevent the introduction of tetrazines or strained

dienophiles such as trans-cyclooctene onto metabolite scaf-

folds while still allowing them to be utilized by the biosyn-

thetic machinery of living cells. Additionally the reaction is

not regioselective or stereoselective. However, for labeling

applications, this is not problematic as all isomers couple the

tetrazine to the dienophile.

The rapid kinetics of tetrazine cycloadditions have proven

quite advantageous. The labeling of live cells with tetrazine

fluorophores proceeded in minutes with nanomolar concen-

tration of probe. Intracellular imaging was also feasible and

was aided by the discovery of fluorogenic tetrazine probes.

The rapid reaction between small molecules with favorable

steric footprints allowed large amplification in multistep

assembly of nanomaterials for diagnostic applications. Final-

ly, we and others have begun probing the application of the

reaction for in vivo imaging, particularly with respect to the

assembly of radionuclide probes. Our early work has demon-

strated that the rapid kinetics of tetrazine cycloadditions

allows utility for a variety of bioimaging and nanoparticle

applications. We are extremely confident that future work

with tetrazine cycloadditions will refine current approaches

and uncover additional biomedical applications.
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